
Automatic Speech Recognition and Error 
Analyses of Dutch Oral Cancer Speech

MOTIVATION
• ASR has significantly improved due to the 

introduction of deep learning [1]

• However, oral cancer speech is recognized poorly 
by ASR systems [2]

• It is important to develop ASR systems specifically 
for oral cancer speech to ameliorate patients’ 
quality of life [3]

• A phoneme-level error analysis could potentially 
guide future ASR development

RQs AND HYPOTHESES

• RQ1 ‘What phonemes in oral cancer speech cause 
higher recognition error rates in a standard ASR
system compared to healthy speech in Dutch?’
→ Plosives, alveolar sibilants and certain vowels 

are expected to cause higher error rates [2,4,5]
• RQ2 ‘Does the surgical treatment of oral cancer 

patients influence the ASR performance on oral 
cancer speech?’
→ Mandibulectomy is expected to impact ASR 

performance more than for glossectomy 
[4,6,7]

METHODS
1. NKI-UMCG-RUG oral cancer speech corpus: 

N = 11 (oral cancer: 6; control: 5) 
a. 3 mandibulectomy patients
b. 3 (partial) glossectomy patients

2. Data preprocessed with librosa Python library [8]
3. Data run through ESPnet [9] with a Dutch pre-

trained Conformer [10] model
4. Extensive error analyses:

1. WER

2. PER 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑁

3. AFER

RESULTS: WER
• Healthy speech > oral cancer speech (see Table 1)

• Mann Whitney U test: W=0, p=0.0043 → significant

• Patients with a glossectomy > 
patients with a mandibulectomy 
(see Figure 1)
• Independent Samples t-test: 

t(4)=1.03, p=0.36, 
95% CI [-34.44, 75.18] 
→ failed to reach significance

RESULTS: PER 
• Threshold healthy speech: 10%

• Phonemes with PER over threshold are /i(ː), y, ɛ, ŋ, h, j/ (see Figure 2)
• Threshold oral cancer speech: 45%

• Phonemes with PER over threshold are /i(ː), k, ŋ, j/ (see Figure 2)

• Generally, patients with a glossectomy > patients with a mandibulectomy
• Except for /i(ː), k, ŋ/ (see Figure 3)
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DISCUSSION
• Particularly /k/ is challenging to capture for oral cancer speech, which is supported by AFER analysis, as plosives and velars elicit highest and second highest 

recognition error rates in oral cancer speech
• In contrast with our expectations, sibilants were relatively well captured
• Speech of patients who underwent a mandibulectomy obtains higher recognition error rates than the speech of patient who underwent a (partial) glossectomy, 

although the difference fails to reach significance
• Amount of data in this study was limited, and caution should be taken regarding the generality of our results
• Thus, plosives, especially /k/, elicit higher recognition error rates in Dutch oral cancer speech and the type of surgical treatment slightly affects ASR performance

Table 1. Overview of the word recognition errors in percentages. Blue bold numbers indicate for which participant in each 
speaker group the ASR system achieved the best performance per column. Orange bold numbers represent the worst ASR 
performance per column for both speaker groups.

Figure 1. WER (%) results for oral cancer 
patients grouped by surgical treatment.

Figure 2. PER (%) results for healthy speakers and oral cancer patients.

Figure 3. PER (%) results for oral cancer patients with mandible and tongue surgery. 
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